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Tambov Oblast
Тамбовская область / Tambovskaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  2005       Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  unknown

Federal District:  Central
Administrative Center:  Tambov
Population:  1,096,879

Tambov Oblast’s flag is divided vertically into two equal parts—red at the 
hoist and blue at the fly.  Red is a symbol of courage and steadfastness.  It reflects 
the bravery of the inhabitants, their magnanimity, their aspirations to unity and 
solidarity, and the continuity of the generations.  Red is also drawn from histori-
cal flags of Russia, emblems of the Tambov area, and from the flags of the Soviet 
period.  Blue symbolizes the greatness, natural beauty, and cleanliness of the Tam-
bov region, faithfulness to its traditions, faultlessness, and well-being.  Centered on 
the flag are the arms of the oblast, which show a beehive and three bees in white 
on a blue field.  The beehive symbolizes the concept of home, and the bees repre-
sent industriousness and thrift.  Topping the arms is a gold crown.  The width of 
the arms is roughly 1/3 the length of the flag.

Sources:  Tambovskaia oblast’, “Simvolika oblasti”, http://www.tambov.gov.ru//?Page=171, accessed 15 June 2008; Tam-
bovskaia oblast’, “Zakon o flage Tambovskoi oblasti”, http://www.regadm.tambov.ru/flag.htm, accessed 9 July 2008; “Flag 
Tambovskoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/11007, accessed 20 June 2008; “Tambovskaia oblast’”, 
Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/tambov.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov 
and Kozina, p. 311; Saprykov (2004), p. 74; Saprykov (2006), p. 74; Smetannikov, p. 85; “Tambov Region (Russia)”, 
FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-68.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Tatarstan, Republic of
Республика Татарстан / Respublika Tatarstan

Year Adopted:  1991      Proportions:  1:2
Designer:  T. G. Khaziakhmetov

Federal District:  Volga
Capital:  Kazan
Population:  3,768,580

Three horizontal stripes make up the flag of Tatarstan—green, white, and red 
in proportions of 7:1:7.  Green symbolizes the color of spring and revival, white is 
the color of purity, and red stands for maturity, energy, strength, and life.

Sources:  Respublika Tatarstan, “Gosudarstvennaia simvolika,” http://www.tatar.ru/index.php?DNSID=74514c0fbf32e
262abafda13efc95e1b&node_id=21, accessed 14 June 2008; “Flag Respubliki Tatarstan”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.
ru/symbols/363, accessed 17 June 2008; “Tatarstan”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/
subjects/tataria.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 52; Saprykov (2004), p. 26; Saprykov (2006), p. 
23; Sharkov, p. 73-77, 167-171; Smetannikov, p. 33; Solov’ëv, p. 116-117; “Tataria (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, 
http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-16.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Tomsk Oblast
Томская область / Tomskaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  1997      Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  A. Iu. Akimov

Federal District:  Siberian
Administrative Center:  Tomsk
Population:  1,038,508

The flag of Tomsk Oblast is white with the arms in the center.  On the shield is 
an image of a leaping white horse on a green field.  The horse represents the impor-
tance of horses in Tatar culture, and the region’s significance as a trade route and 
horse-breeding center.  White is the color of nobility and frankness.  Green in the 
arms symbolizes hope, abundance, freedom, and joy.  A crown tops the shield.

Sources:  Tomskaia oblast’, “Simvolika Tomska”, http://tomck.com/gerb.php, accessed 15 June 2008; “Flag Tomskoi oblasti”, 
Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/1145, accessed 20 June 2008; “Tomskaia oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, 
http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/tomsk.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 321; Saprykov 
(2004), p. 76; Saprykov (2006), p. 76; Smetannikov, p. 87; Solov’ëv, p. 176-177; “Tomsk Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags 
of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-70.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Tula Oblast
Тульская область / Tul’skaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  2005      Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  unknown

Federal District:  Central
Administrative Center:  Tula
Population:  1,553,145

Tula Oblast’s flag is an armorial banner, drawn directly from the shield of 
the arms.  It is red with two gold hammers and three silver sword blades (with-
out handles or hilts).  The swords are crossed, with one horizontal and the other 
two at diagonals; the hammers are above and below the swords, framed by the 
diagonally-oriented blades.  Each sword is nearly the width of the flag.  The city 
of Tula has been an important center for the manufacture of armaments since 
the early 1700s.

Sources:  Tul’skaia oblast’, “Gerb, flag Tul’skoi oblasti”, http://www.admportal.tula.ru/catalog/229.aspx, accessed 15 June 
2008; “Flag Tyl’skoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/13487, accessed 20 June 2008; “Tul’skaia oblast’”, 
Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/tula.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and 
Kozina, p. 322-323; Saprykov (2004), p. 77; Saprykov (2006), p. 77; Smetannikov, p. 88; “Tula Region (Russia)”, FOTW 
Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-71.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Tuva (Tyva) Republic
Республика Тыва / Respublika Tyva

Year Adopted:  1992      Proportions:  2:3; changed from 1:2 in 2002
Designers:  Ivan Chamvoevich Salchak and Oleg Il’ich Lazeev

Federal District:  Siberian
Capital:  Kyzyl
Population:  313,940

Tuva’s flag has a gold triangle at the hoist.  In the center of the flag is a side-
ways “Y” shape in blue, with its base toward the fly, separated by white fimbria-
tions from the hoist triangle and the blue field.  The resulting stripes represent 
the Greater Yenisei (Bii-Khem) and Lesser Yenisei (Kaa-Khem) rivers which join 
near the capital city of Kyzyl to form the Upper Yenisei (Ulug-Khem) river.  Gold 
stands for riches, leadership, and greatness.  White represents purity and the 
nobility of public morals.  It is also reminiscent of tea with milk—the traditional 
drink which Tuvans present first to visitors in their homes.  Blue is the color of 
the clean sky, and symbolizes the loftiness of purposes, mutual respect, and har-
mony in society.

Sources:  Respublika Tyva, “Gosudarstvennaia simvolika i gimn”, http://gov.tuva.ru/index.php?do=static&page=gossimvol, 
accessed 23 June 2008; “Flag Respubliki Tyva”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/379, accessed 17 June 2008; 
“Respublika Tyva”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/tuva.htm, accessed 1 August 
2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 56; Saprykov (2004), p. 27; Saprykov (2006), p. 24; Sharkov, p. 78-80, 172-174; Smetan-
nikov, p. 34; Solov’ëv, p. 160-161; “Tuva (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/
ru-ty.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Tver Oblast
Тверская область / Tverskaia oblast’

Federal District:  Central
Administrative Center:  Tver
Population:  1,369,413

Year Adopted:  1996      Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  V. I. Lavrenov

The flag of Tver Oblast is divided into three vertical stripes of yellow-red-yel-
low in proportions of 1:2:1.  Yellow (gold) recalls the color of the standard of the 
princes of Tver.  The center stripe is red—the traditional color of the Rus.  In the 
center of the flag is an element from the arms of the oblast.  The emblem shows a 
gold throne (also called a “princely chair”), with “Monomakh’s cap” sitting on a 
green cushion.  This crown is a traditional symbol of the Russian monarchy and 
was used until the time of Peter the Great.  It is a gold filigree skullcap with sable 
trim, decorated with pearls and gems.

Sources:  Tverskaia oblast’, “Gerb i flag Tverskoi oblasti”, http://www.zsto.ru/o_tverskoj_oblasti/state_emblems/index.
html, accessed 15 June 2008; “Flag Tverskoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/1137, accessed 20 June 
2008; “Tverskaia oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/tver.htm, accessed 1 
August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 313; Saprykov (2004), p. 75; Saprykov (2006), p. 75; Smetannikov, p. 86; Solov’ëv, 
p. 48-49; “Tver Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-69.html, accessed 
27 June 2008; “Shapka Monomakha”, Vikipediia, no direct URL available, accessed 9 July 2008; “Monomakh’s Cap”, 
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monomakh%27s_Cap, accessed 9 July 2008.
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Tyumen Oblast
Тюменская область / Tiumenskaia oblast’

Federal District:  Urals
Administrative Center:  Tyumen
Population:  3,398,921

Year Adopted:  1995, 2008      Proportions:  2:3
Designers:  A. V. Neskorov, S. A. Zdanovskii, and V. A. Tregubov

Tyumen Oblast’s flag has three equal horizontal stripes and a triangle at the 
hoist.  The triangle is red and the stripes are white over blue over green.  Red is the 
color of life, strength, beauty, brotherhood, and unity.  White symbolizes peace, 
purity, truth, and perfection.  Blue represents the sky (or heaven) and lofty ide-
als.  Green symbolizes renewal, hope, and youth.  In addition, white stands for 
snow, blue for rivers and lakes, and green for the forest.  On the blue stripe are 
three stylized crowns fashioned from elements of the traditional ornaments of 
the northern people, reminiscent of the antlers of a reindeer.  The crowns resem-
ble those in the arms of the oblast except that they are gold, symbolizing wealth 
and wisdom.  Three crowns represent Tyumen Oblast and the two autonomous 
okrugs which are included in the oblast’s territory—Khanty-Mansi A.O. and 
Yamalo-Nenets A.O.

An earlier flag, used from 1995 to 2008, was exactly the same except that 
the crown nearest the hoist triangle was silver with a gold outline.  In that flag, 
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the silver crown represented Tyumen Oblast 
and the gold crowns represented the autono-
mous okrugs.  

Sources:  Tiumenskaia oblast’, “Simvolika Tiumenskoi oblasti”, http://
www.admtyumen.ru/ogv_ru/about/simbolism.htm, accessed 16 Sep-
tember 2009; “Flag Tiumenskoi oblasti”, Geral’dika.ru, http://geraldika.
ru/symbols/21968, accessed 16 September 2009; “Flag Tiumenskoi 
oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/1172, accessed 20 
June 2008; “Tiumenskaia oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/tyumen.htm, 
accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 327; Saprykov (2004), p. 78; Saprykov (2006), p. 78; Smetannikov, p. 
89; Solov’ëv, p. 146-147; “Tyumen Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/
ru-72.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Udmurtia (Udmurt Republic)
Удмуртская Республика / Udmurtskaia Respublika

Year Adopted:  1993      Proportions:  1:2
Designer:  Iurii Nikolaevich Lobanov

Federal District:  Volga
Capital:  Izhevsk
Population:  1,528,488

Udmurtia’s flag consists of three equal vertical stripes—black, white, and red.  
In the center of the white stripe is a red solar sign with eight points (5/6 the width 
of the stripe).  Black represents the land and stability, red is the color of the sun and 
symbolizes life, and white stands for the cosmos and the purity of moral principles.  
According to legend, the sun symbol protects a person against misfortune.

Sources:  Udmurtskaia Respublika, “Gosudarstvennyi flag Udmurtskoi Respubliki”, http://www.udmurt.ru/ru/official/
gos_symbol/flag/flag.php, accessed 14 June 2008; “Flag Udmurtskoi Respubliki”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/
symbols/391, accessed 17 June 2008; “Udmurtiia”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/sub-
jects/udmurtia.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 57; Saprykov (2004), p. 28; Saprykov (2006), p. 25; 
Sharkov, p. 81-87, 175-180; Smetannikov, p. 35; Solov’ëv, p. 118-119; “Udmurtia (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, 
http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-ud.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Udmurtia (Udmurt Republic)
Удмуртская Республика / Udmurtskaia Respublika

Ulyanovsk Oblast
Ульяновская область / Ul’ianovskaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  2004      Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  Nikolai Sergeev

Reminiscent of the Russian national flag, Ulyanovsk Oblast’s flag can be 
considered to have three stripes of white, blue, and red.  Unlike the national flag, 
the white stripe constitutes the major field of the flag, 2/3 the height of the hoist.  
The blue and red stripes are each 1/6 of the height of the hoist.  At its top the blue 
stripe has waves, separated from the white by fimbriations of white and blue.  The 
bottom stripe is red.  White symbolizes purity, nobility, and peace.  Blue repre-
sents the water of the Volga River.  Red stands for the rich history of the region.  
Centered on the white stripe are the arms of the oblast which show a column in 
silver.  Two lions are supporters, and a crown tops the arms.

Sources:  “Flag Iul’ianovskoi oblasti (2004 g,)”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/2202, accessed 20 June 2008; 
“Iul’ianovskaia oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/ulianov.htm, accessed 1 
August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 329; Saprykov (2004), p. 79; Saprykov (2006), p. 79; Smetannikov, p. 90; Solov’ëv, 
p. 138-139; “Ulyanovsk region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-73.html, 
accessed 27 June 2008.

Federal District:  Volga
Administrative Center:  

Ulyanovsk
Population:  1,304,990
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Vladimir Oblast
Владимирская область / Vladimirskaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  1999       Proportions:  1:2
Designer:  unknown

The flag of Vladimir Oblast is red with a blue stripe at the hoist, 1/8 the length 
of the flag.  Red on the flag symbolizes courage and bravery.  The red and blue 
recall the flag of the Russian SFSR.  At the upper hoist on the blue stripe is a gold 
hammer and sickle, symbols also drawn from that flag.  Centered on the red field, 
about 1/3 the length of the flag, are the arms of the oblast in gold.  The central fig-
ure of the arms is a golden lion, a symbol of strength, courage, and magnanimity.  
He is holding a tall silver cross representing the religion of the inhabitants, and 
wears a crown.  A crown also tops the shield, which is surrounded by a wreath of 
oak leaves wrapped in a ribbon of St. Andrew.

Sources:  Vladimirskaia oblast’, “O flage Vladimirskoi oblasti”, http://avo.ru/index.php?option=com_content&task=view
&id=29&Itemid=35, accessed 14 June 2008; “Flag Vladimirskoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/656, 
accessed 19 June 2008; “Vladimirskaia oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/sub-
jects/vladimir.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 113; Saprykov (2004), p. 41; Saprykov (2006), p. 40; 
Smetannikov, p. 50; Solov’ëv, p. 24-25; “Vladimir Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/
FOTW/flags/ru-33.html, accessed 27 June 2008.

Federal District:  Central
Administrative Center:  

Vladimir
Population:  1,439,761
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Volgograd Oblast
Волгоградская область / Volgogradskaia oblast’

Federal District:  Southern
Administrative Center:  

Volgograd
Population:  2,598,933

Year Adopted:  2000       Proportions:  2:3
Designers:  Iu. M. Kurasov and A. V. Shvets

Volgograd Oblast’s flag has a red field with two narrow blue stripes run-
ning vertically at the hoist, creating two additional red stripes—all four the 
same width.  The blue stripes come from the arms of the region, where they run 
horizontally along the base of the shield.  These stripes represent the two major 
rivers of European Russia—the Volga and the Don.  Blue also symbolizes eter-
nal youth and harmony as well as wisdom and spiritual perfection.  Red is the 
historical color of the regiments of the region during the Russian Empire, and 
recalls the national flag of the Soviet era.  It symbolizes courage and steadfast-
ness, and the sacred ground of the region stained by the blood of the defenders 
of Russia.  Centered in the large red area at the fly is a white image of Rodina-
mat’ zovet, which generally translates as “The Motherland Calls”.  This giant 
52-meter statue of Mother Russia commemorates the World War II victory over 
the Nazis at the Battle of Stalingrad (the Soviet name for Volgograd).  The white 
of the emblem symbolizes peace, nobility, fairness, and blessed ideals.
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Sources:  “Flag Volgogradskoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/723, accessed 19 June 2008; 
“Volgogradskaia oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/volgrad.
htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 116; Saprykov (2004), p. 42; Saprykov (2006), p. 41; 
Smetannikov, p. 51; Solov’ëv, p. 104-105; “Volgograd Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.
crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-34.html, accessed 27 June 2008; “The Motherland Calls,” Wikipedia, http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Motherland_Calls, accessed 5 July 2008.
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Vologda Oblast
Вологодская область / Vologodskaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  1997      Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  unknown

Federal District:  Northwestern
Administrative Center:  

Vologda
Largest City:  Cherepovets
Population:  1,218,241

The flag of Vologda Oblast is white with a red vertical stripe along the fly, 1/5 
the length of the flag.  In the upper hoist are the arms of the oblast, which show a 
right hand extending out from the clouds.  The hand holds a golden cross-bearing 
orb—a symbol of authority, statehood, and the rights of the oblast as a federal 
subject of the Russian Federation.  Behind the orb is a silver sword with a gold 
hilt which represents validity, the law, and defense of the fatherland.  An imperial 
Russian crown centered over the orb recalls the historical status of the region.  In 
the arms, red symbolizes authority and courage, gold represents abundance and 
power, and silver/white stands for nobility, light, and purity.

Sources:  Vologodskaia oblast’, “Simvolika”, http://vologda-oblast.ru/main.asp?V=59&LNG=RUS, accessed 14 June 2008; 
“Flag Vologodskoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/729, accessed 19 June 2008; “Vologodskaia oblast’”, 
Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/vologda.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov 
and Kozina, p. 119-120; Saprykov (2004), p. 43; Saprykov (2006), p. 42; Smetannikov, p. 52; Solov’ëv, p. 64-65; “Vologda 
Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-35.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Voronezh Oblast
Воронежская область / Voronezhskaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  2005      Proportions:  2:3
Designers:  Iu. Korzhik, R. Malanichev, K. Mochënov, M. Medvedev, and 
O. Afanas’eva

Federal District:  Central
Administrative Center:  Voronezh
Population:  2,270,031

Voronezh Oblast’s flag is red with a mountain of large yellow stones rising 
from the lower hoist.  On the slope of the mountain is an overturned white 
jug, from which is spilling out a stream of water (also in white).  This flag is 
an armorial banner of the coat of arms where red is symbolic of labor; gold 
(yellow) represents harvest, light, and spirituality; and silver (white) symbol-
izes magnanimity.  The mountain reflects the geography of the area, the jug 
is a symbol of the riches and fertility of 
the region, and the water represents the 
Voronezh River.  The design of the flag 
was a cooperative effort of the Union 
of Heraldists of Russia including those 
individuals listed as the designers.

Another f lag, used from 1997 to 
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2005, was similar to the Russian SFSR flag with a red field and a single blue 
stripe at the hoist.  An earlier version of the oblast’s arms was centered in the 
red area of the flag.  

Sources:  Voronezhskaia oblast’, “Ofitsial’naia simvolika oblasti”, http://www.govvrn.ru/wps/wcm/connect/voronezh/
AVO/Main/uzel_simv/, accessed 14 June 2008; “Flag Voronezhskoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/sym-
bols/13264, accessed 19 June 2008; “Flag Voronezhskoi oblasti (1997 g.)”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/739, 
accessed 8 August 2008;”Gerb Voronezhskoi oblasti”, Geraldika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/12114, accessed 11 July 
2008; “Voronezhskaia oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/voronezh.htm, 
accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 129; Saprykov (2004), p. 44; Saprykov (2006), p. 43; Smetannikov, p. 
53; Solov’ëv, p. 26-27; “Voronezh Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/
ru-36.html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug
Ямало-Ненецкий автономный округ / 
Iamalo-Nenetskii avtonomnyi okrug

Federal District:  Urals
Administrative Center:  

Salekhard
Largest City:  Novy Urengoy
Population:  543,651

Year Adopted:  1996     Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  unknown

Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug (or Yamalia) has a blue flag.  Near the 
bottom of the field are three narrow horizontal stripes of white, blue, and red (in 
the order of the national flag).  Above the white stripe is a repeating ornament of 
stylized deer antlers, alternating white and blue.  Reindeer are a prominent spe-
cies of the tundra.  Blue symbolizes greatness and beauty and is the color of the 
sky.  It also represents the water of the Karsk Sea and the many rivers and lakes in 
the territory.  White is a symbol of purity, good, independence, and the blessed 
thoughts and intentions of the people.  It also represents the long, harsh winters 
of the region.  Red is the color of courage and steadfastness.  

Sources:  Iamalo-Nenetskii avtonomnii okruga, “Flag i gerb”, http://adm.yanao.ru/47/, accessed 15 June 2008; “Flag 
Iamalo-Nenetskogo avtonomnogo okruga”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/532, accessed 18 June 2008; 
“Iamalo-Nenetskii avtonmnyi okrug”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/yamal.
htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Borisov and Kozina, p. 409; Saprykov (2004), p. 95; Saprykov (2006), p. 95; Smetannikov, 
p. 106; Solov’ëv, p. 152-153; “Yamal (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-yan.
html, accessed 27 June 2008.
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Yaroslavl Oblast
Ярославская область / Iaroslavskaia oblast’

Year Adopted:  2001      Proportions:  2:3
Designer:  N. V. Koshkin

Federal District:  Central
Administrative Center:  

Yaroslavl
Population:  1,310,473

The flag of Yaroslavl Oblast is taken from the field of the oblast’s arms.  Yel-
low (gold) is a traditional color to represent the region.  Standing in the center of 
the flag is a black bear holding a poleax in his left paw over his shoulder.  The bear 
comes from the legend of Yaroslav I (the Wise), who founded the city of Yaroslavl.  
According to the story, when he first arrived in the region, Yaroslav subjugated the 
pagan population by killing their sacred bear with his halberd.

Another design, used from 1998 to 2000, was a 
horizontal tricolor of white over yellow over green.

Sources:  Iaroslavskaia oblast’, “Simvolika oblasti”, http://www.adm.yar.ru/sec-
tion.aspx?section_id=111, accessed 15 June 2008; “Flag Iaroslavskoi oblasti”, 
Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/94, accessed 20 June 2008; “Flag 
Iaroslavskoi oblasti (1998 g.)”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/1184, accessed 7 August 2008; “Iaroslavskaia 
oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/yaroslav.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; 
Borisov and Kozina, p. 337-338; Saprykov (2004), p. 82; Saprykov (2006), p. 82; Smetannikov, p. 93; Solov’ëv, p. 52-53; 
“Yaroslavl Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-76.html, accessed 27 
June 2008.
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Zabaikal Krai
Забайкальский край / Zabaikal’skii krai

Year Adopted:  1995; 2009      Proportions:  2:3
Designers:  L. V. Kulesh and V. I. Kulesh

Federal District:  Siberian
Administrative Center:  Chita
Population:  1,117,030

The flag of Zabaikal Krai has a yellow triangle at the hoist, extending nearly 
half-way to the fly, and two horizontal stripes, green over red, at the fly.  Together, 
green and red represent the frontier location of the oblast.  Yellow is the tradi-
tional color of the Zabaikal Cossacks who defended the eastern boundaries of 
Russia.  Combined, all three colors also symbolize the natural environment of the 
region—yellow represents the endless steppe, green recalls the taiga and the rich-
ness of the wildlife, and red stands for the regions below the surface.  The flag was 
originally adopted in 1995 as the flag of Chita Oblast.  After Chita Oblast merged 
with Agin-Buryat Autonomous Okrug on 1 March 2008 to form Zabaikal Krai, 
a commission was formed to design new symbols for the krai.  On 1 March 2009 
the krai formally adopted the design as the flag of Zabaikal Krai.

Sources:  “Flag Chitinskoi oblasti”, Geral’ dika.ru, http://geraldika.ru/symbols/1179, accessed 20 June 2008; “Chitinskaia 
oblast’”, Vexillographia:  Flagi Rossii, http://www.vexillographia.ru/russia/subjects/chita.htm, accessed 1 August 2008; Bori-
sov and Kozina, p. 335; Saprykov (2004), p. 81; Saprykov (2006), p. 81; Smetannikov, p. 92; Solov’ëv, p. 178-179; “Chita 
Region (Russia)”, FOTW Flags of the World, http://www.crwflags.com/FOTW/flags/ru-chi.html, accessed 27 June 2008; 
“U Zabaikal’skogo kraia poka net gerba i flaga,” GTRK Chita (7 March 2008), http://chita.rfn.ru/rnews.html?id=25951, 
accessed 24 June 2008; “Sozdana komissiia po razrabotke gerba i flaga”, Regnum Informatsionnoe Agentstvo (17 March 
2008), http://www.regnum.ru/news/972222.html, accessed 24 June 2008; “Flag Zabaikal’skogo kraia”, Vikipediia (19 
May 2008), http://ru.wikipedia.org (direct URL not available), accessed 24 June 2008.


